Harris discusses model black student-professional

Polkly L. Harris, dean of the School of Engineering at the University of Connecticut, presented the keynote address at the annual Black Student-Professionals Conference on Science and Technology.

He is currently a professor in the MIT Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics and director of the MIT Office of Minority Education. He was asked to be the keynote address at Second Summer Institute to encourage and support black students at MIT.

The speech was entitled: "What Continues the Model Black MIT Student-Professional?"

Gettin' cousin, I am especially proud to share this occasion with you. For you see, although I grew up in Cambridge, at this time I am not one of you. No, I am a poor student of MIT.

When Mr. Cohen asked me to give some comments about the theme of this year's banquet, I immediately agreed that I remain support and I give some comments when Mr. Cohen asked me to give some comments during your departure. I immediately agreed because I believed you had your answer and that I had your hand in your pocket. I now see that I remain a poor student of MIT and an even poorer poet.

But saying nothing about the theme of this year's conference about anything that occurred on this campus this past Friday, May 31, 1985. On that evening at about 10:30 pm, in the MIT Freshman Gym, the only outcome of significance to be inspired by a black prince at MIT was made. The SOS was made by my friend Dr. Bob Turner. Because you are black MIT alumni, this profound moment must be heard by you and be allowed to permeate your consciousness.

Get a copy before you leave this conference.

Legend and folklore have it that there exists a great university in this city of Cambridge. It is thought to be quite old, rich and distinguished. Legend and folklore also say that the greatest promise of this university died a few years ago and went straight to Hell. Yes, straight to Hell! Of course, the mass of Satan gained flesh. Satan had captured the minds of many in the Western world. So old Satan decided to appoint this distasteful leader, President of the University of Hell. After walking around, making observations... and developing a management style, the regent agreed to accept the job. The regent said: "This is easy. What's the catch?" Old Satan agreed that there was a price and with great excitement began to ring the bell that the University of Hell had two wheels of metal,

Now I am really proud to take these words out of your time and express your "Miami Vice." The here today's evening: What is the model black MIT student-professional? Only with
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Launch your throttle at full power as a super-mileage Navy jet flies across the sky and into the pit.

The catapult fires, and 6 seconds later you're launching off in a world of adventure. This is the excitement of Navy (KISS). And another important responsibility you get to enjoy quickly in the Navy. It is not a responsibility that you come in there by some time. You must settle into a whole team that cares. Quality training, almost $55,000 after four years, with promotions and pay increases...

NAVY OFFICERS GET RESPONSIBILITY FAST.

CALL 800-327-NAVY.